
Manik Munankami

Whistle Clean Australia has to be one of the 
best commercial and office cleaning service 
providers in Melbourne. I worked with Whistle 
clean Australia for just over 2 years, before I 
had to move from Melbourne and it was one of 
the best …

Read on Google
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Lajan Maharjan

It was a best experience working in Whistle 
Clean. The working environment is very good. 
How my boss treated me and staffs with 
warmth and respect was very incredible. 
Whistle Company Australia prioritised the 
client's needs at upmost and …

Read on Google

Amanda Heathcote

Ivan and his team at Whistle Clean Australia are 
a pleasure to have on board as our cleaners. 
They provide high quality and thoroughness 
every week.  We are happy business customers 
whom look forward to having an on-going 
relationship with Whistle Clean Australia and 
would happily recommend to anyone requiring 
a new cleaner.

Read on Google

Luke Harrison

Whistle Clean Australia is a fantastic business 
to work with. We have partnered together for 
over two years.

Ivan and his team are friendly, responsive and 
they take great pride in their work. The team go 
above and beyond their office cleaning service; 
with exceptional communication, great work 
ethic and a willingness to always help.

Thank you, Whistle Clean Australia team!

Read on Google

Lisanna Yip

I’ve been working in partnership and 
collaborating with Ivan since 2019. What has 
stood out for me during that time has been 
Whistle Clean Australia’s solution-driven 
approach that places emphasis on the 
customer and ensuring a positive …

Read on Google

Alice Warren

I've dealt with Ivan and his team at Whistle 
Clean for about 3 years now and I can't 
recommend them enough! He is prompt with 
replying to any and all requests, nothing is too 
hard. During Covid his team were fantastic is 
adapting to our changing schedules when we 
had to shut the office and helped us return to 
full time work with beautiful sparkling clean 
offices. I don't even think I entertain the idea of 
going with a different company when free 
quotes elsewhere are offered!

Read on Google

Astrid Caddeo

We've been using Whistle Clean for around 18 
months now. Unfortunately Covid derailed 
things a little but during that time Whistle Clean 
were completely understanding and it was not 
an issue to cease our cleaning for nearly 9 
months. During the time they were cleaning for 
us their professionalism and approach was 
customised to our needs and once again very 
accommodating. We like their green and safe 
approach with products. All in all extremely 
happy with the service we've received and the 
job they've been doing.

Read on Google

Demetre Minchev

Working with Whistle Clean has been an 
absolute pleasure. Ivan is an absolute 
professional with an eye for detail and an 
awesome guy. Whistle Clean all they way :)

Read on Google
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